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* 
The poems in this book are fictional.   
Names, characters, places and incidents  
are either the product of the author’s  
imagination or are used ficticiously.  Any  
resemblance to actual events, locales or  
persons, living or dead, is entirely  
coincidental. 
 
 
 
 
 
* 
If this were printed correctly with a normal 
fontsize and all, it would be the length of a 
regular book of poems, so please don't refer 
to it as a "chapbook."  
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I MEET AN ANDY 
  
I'm blond which means my hair gives a shower to my face 
Or is it wasserfall or 2 leash-burgers to go oh 
Muy footbutch and anyway I am the guy right who 
En-route to AKA a fungus minuet meets an andy 
 
Which flicks back its eyelash crucifix and says 
I come to touch you all ways but en passant 
Like boohoo bruisers cruising Lost and Found Depts 
But what about Marlene about the twins who want 
 
To gaze at each other through a keyhole or Keith 
What about them the andy says get out of it that's 
No pocket for the slit-rilkes and shard-kafkas 
 
That's watching the sockhop heave the voxpop vomit 
May they meet sweeter than soon in that room 
I say and point back where the streets are full of cities 
 
 
 
NO ANDROGYNE IS AN ARCHIPELAGO 
  
The butterfingers things that hold us know 
To plunk the gut strings of your suturous 
Lobotomy lyre—but if it is to pore 
Iota'd digits through a wall with no elses 
 
In it I do not.  Who scans test tubes for 
The fatal ripple of my beauty finds 
That long meant mirror has fled in error since 
In their clone alphabet seems I'm z: 
 
This crystalball bilge/ouch mosaic of 
Out of touch omens will not tune true too as 
My leavetaking leaking everywhere sees 
 
A 'puter oh! inventory zeroes. 
Why try to guess which one comes last?  Just zoom 
Your monitor.  The past the gist of it gets us. 
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SELF-ANCESTRAL PORTRAIT 
 
Erasure's son, mislimbed by this drib, that drab. 
So I long to be an assistant to a statue. 
Helping it hold its pose.  By example? 
 
Solar dregs, this planet takes cash.  All 
Humor is banned in hyena heaven.  A flower 
Guards my hair against your portrait of it. 
 
Insert an eye inbetween each eyelash— 
Torn, old—the throat a showcase for whose teeth. 
Ignore wallpaper inconsistencies, or 
 
Cipher their militance.  Surf-crash, wave, 
Overhear a winecork hissing at a forceps. 
Insatiable paws across the chessboard: night. 
 
Even the high-tithed moon must condemn one 
Whose instinct like mine is to succinct light. 
 
 
 
UNTITLED 
 
I fear my arrow may consider 
the target, the bullseye, 
merely a toehold. 
But to what further can it aspire? 
 
I hope they put a plaque 
on the tree Jackson Pollack  
crashed his car into, 
on which his death is probably no longer visible. 
 
And what about the cloths 
Sylvia Plath stuffed 
in the door of her kids' room 
 
before gassing herself: 
What if I stretched them out on this easel? 
What if I painted on them? 

INTRO NOTES 
 
* 
I got interested in this form around 1970, and published 
several in my 1974 book, Love Poems to Myself, and then 
more in the ones that followed: Rome in Rome (1976), 
Becos (1983), Outremer (1989), The Quicken Tree (1995), 
and The Unsubscriber (2004). 
 
* 
Why "quatorzains" rather than "sonnets"?  I feel super- 
stitious about using the latter term.  I feel defensive and 
or resentful: only real poets write sonnets, and I'm not 
a real poet, am I.  No, I'm a—a poet-biscuit. 
 
* 
The order of the poems is random, with a few obvious 
exceptions. 
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TO THE EMBLEMATIC HOURGLASS OF MY FATHER'S SKULL 
 
The night that dies in me each day is yours: 
Hour whose way I stare, yearning to terra 
Firma my eye.  There.  Where a single hair 
Would be a theater curtain I could cling 
 
Behind, dreading my cue, aching to hear 
What co-hurrah.  More, more of leaves that fall 
Consummate capsules, having annaled all 
Their veins said!  Printout printemps.  And yet 
 
(Altars our blood writes a blurb for god on) 
Can one ever envy enough his skeleton's 
Celebrity.  Can any epitaph 
 
Be adequate repartee for your laugh. 
Days lived by me each night say less than it. 
While sleep in ounces weighs me wanting. 
 
 
 
(LET ME TAKE YOU ON A) SEA BREEZE 
  
Our flesh so tender so turnstile                           
Plus on top of that everything addressed 
To that Occupant within me are read 
Gauguin/Kerouac comes to mind.                       
 
Empty passim one more Day One passes 
The field abandoned to handstands            
Superfluous lay all waters in that gaze  
Guiles of a map guess-gestured.                   
 
I'll become a crematory prostitute      
The prom whose bra undressed my ears  
None us dispedestal that idol. 
 
Or what better yet a desert island   
Sailed to only by blind sailors who smile 
Like swans we maim our bracelets in.       
 
 
Note:  
Failed translation of Mallarmé's Brise Marine. 
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AUTO-RENGA 
  
In the collided night, sate with pool.  The                   
Truly gooey goes if an armpit could point                       
This is what it would point at.  Same veneer                    
Where I chew your girdle and gum your bra                       
 
—Crates to pack Proteus in, the days                    
Oops.  The fall took all the minutehand.  So                   
The with you will die and the without me live,                    
Life a letter mailed inside a folded                               
 
Up postagestamp.  What do you hear from whom?   
Softer than the pins stuck into cacti by  
Rubbing my sores on the Lot's Wifes displayed  
           
Or shit.  Mud.  Crud.  It's milkingtime:  
Sometimes those udder-things have to be cleaned off.   
So you use the first squirts to do it with.   
              
 
Note: 
Title: this form was adumbrated by Octavio Paz in Renga (1971). 
 
 
 
TO MYSELF 
 
How often does your penis 
enter your armpit, not enough I bet; 
and automaxillary eroticism 
will not suffice.  Such intercourse 
or rather lack of it shows up 
in the cast of your crap, your typical  
excuses, your ineptitude charades— 
 
But all orifices get worn out, so even  
a rarely-fucked armpit longs for less; 
as does the face, held together  
by what coercion of emptiness; 
an oral shoehorn probably; 
maybe-berries dipped in occurence-curd: 
the evasions are always exemplary. 
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DEARTH DEMISE 
 
Satiety help me I have inhabit 
of this world.  Extant upon its designs 
to be more aimlessly fluttering at 
the window, to shadow all the patterns 
 
it offers each sun.  In frames far as eye 
I draw my words towards a juggler's shards 
as if our fallings-down our deaths occurred  
but did not involve a lot of colloquialized 
 
arm movements, the body language throws.  Thus                   
the shape of your silence when it speaks me 
is different than mine in saying you,  
 
though both of them resemble that spasm hymned as 
repose   lifepause   a happen of sorts   the way  
the horizon's a long way without meaning to. 
 
 
 
 
POEM FOR LOCATION 
 
Looking out the window is no worse or 
is equal to accepting advice from 
a hallucination, but you continue to  
glare through it, certain that the flowers 
 
out there could stop your lobe-shaped laments, 
time truer to one's due self than you: 
they seem to lure something surer, something 
pervasive, a creature seeking abandonment;  
 
lying in wait amongst its private parts, 
is it me is it you is it who?  And starts 
 
to purge our whip-appled childhoods, 
to lecture the thoughts learned through lapse— 
but how?  I must try to find more words 
accented on the erratum-syllable. 
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CROP/NICHE 
 
All it takes is Laura Riding's riding- 
crop across my butt, and I'm off: 
Git-up horsie she cries astride me as 
I crash sweetly onto the carpet. 
 
Boredom what an esthetic,  
cleansing the days— 
I laud the vintage of my toothpick. 
 
Small-husband to the floor,  
my foot stoops in dance,  
in courtship intervals.                                                                                           
 
Putting their clothes on afterwards  
the lovers are surprised  
at how emptier  
the buttonholes seem. 
 
Like one of those catatonics who go  
nuts and run around screaming if they happen to  
overhear the name of their first therapist, 
dare I listen for my “accidental” words most? 
 
Hypercraze puzzles, they come conundrum 
contorting themselves in the tongue's regress, 
as if each birth expressed what must be repressed. . . . 
Jinxed from the start-fate, sphinxed by origin— 
 
against its heart-riddles, what pre-oedipal 
will pile up high my years' eclipsedness— 
wall that has no Rec Room in it, no niche-all,  
no refuge from the familiar other?  Act One 
 
finds our face mano a mano the Goddess. 
I adore men with momentary nostrils She says. 
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RESUMED PLEA 
 
To pick up where I left off 
at birth, 
as I was about to say before 
being interrupted by  
the midwife, 
my parents, 
my teachers, 
my commanding officer, 
my employers, 
my various wives/children etc., 
my physician, 
one or two astrologers, 
and the undertaker: 
 
"Free me or worship me!" 
 
 
 
 
LAPSE POETICA 
 
Smashing the elixir of life while  
shouting "From now on this is my life!" 
may not be the best manner 
to ensure progress, I know.  One 
 
never dips apes into human navels  
in order to baptize angels,  
even if those navels are absolutely 
as we say, brimming.  Filled with 
 
the water, the essential eau de vie— 
Blink, blink, my teardrops blurted, 
do you think we enjoy chewing 
that sphinx’s loudest eyelash?! 
 
If just one of them cum comes true, I'll let 
each new you-pseudonym name me its. 
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TEMPTROUSSEAU 
 
The clock is dressed in drag, I mean it wears  
space instead of its own proper aspect—  
but if it wore time, would it disappear—  
isn't visibility an effect 
 
of transvestism, that shield/pastime whose  
crosscausal aim unmasks the eye: must you 
assume the costume of the other to  
be here, to present the sense with an ess . . .  
 
Narcissus saw his guise decked out all ruse, 
but if there were none, what would our true clothes 
consist of, our rig rags, our regalia—  
 
Whose dapper element dons us: Einstein's  
continuum or Flaubert's confidence  
that, come the same, the Bovary c'est Moi? 
 
 
 
OVER AND OVER 
 
A child recites the alphabet 
but you in years still hard to learn,  
your rote is what I memorize. 
 
It's you these counted words revise— 
and say that today’s forays, they  
hazard voyage, do you care for sure? 
 
Alone now with the old shapes that 
bless tables bare, can’t you wait, 
wait for A to begin anymore— 
 
how ache with alacrity you say 
every tide is an advent, a day, 
and too many days is the sea, 
 
though the sea is day.  Unique 
with frequent stays you repeat.
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TO RIPLEY (Alien 1-4) 
 
Always your face like a space 
(Destination: beautiful) ship 
Empties its mote of closeup trace 
Down screens that blink blank blip  
 
Somewhere between countdown  
And coma time is a line 
Where waking centuries often 
Drained against that measure may find 
 
All blood redshifts (direction: west) 
Until film can clone one sun 
With stars both whole and gone 
 
Attending every sequel  
We pray for an intent equal 
To our interest 
 
 
 
 
(L)ID 
 
Each time I blink  
Is a lapse in my life. 
Each blink outlives me. 
 
The one I was before 
The blink is never 
The one I am after. 
 
And the one I shall be 
Desires me to cease 
Quenched with each crease 
Instant of the lids. 
 
An eye juggled on 
The tips of its own 
Lashes might see 
Who I have been then. 
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A SOUTHERN RUN 
 
1.  At My Grandparents' Grave, Chokenhole, Alabama 
 
Let me return then, greenly festive, 
a sleepwalker on stilts, a water- 
lily on crutches.  Give me leave, or shade 
to smile, to claim: I'm like chafe-artists, 
 
who do stuff to you with their wrists. 
Plaintively I will try to rise to mend 
your interior fruit vined round my lithe brand 
of bracelet therapy.  Or is it all lies, 
 
my care, my concern?  A drop of rain 
might leaf—might root through entire orchards 
to find the word that precedes the spade: 
 
one word.  The fear of which, if I believe, 
I have sworn to stop, to burn cities 
for each larva that escapes into love. 
 
 
2.  Disquisition at Knott's Funeral Home, Jelly Neck, Arkansas 
 
Auscultate the boring symptoms of the dead 
that heartbeat you do not hear is meat grafted 
onto shadows, diagnose those future lives 
may vidsnaps and ground zeroes grow on their graves. 
 
Slap in the left hand Damocles' last wig  
pinch in the right St. Sebastian's pincushion 
scraped from your skin, imagine you ascend 
a child's tooth-mussed smile, a cyborg's toe-tag. 
 
Till this resounds solely on what seldom sea 
oh net of pores, can you catch a body sheered 
laocoon-clear above such wave-dextrous shores. 
 
Assuming one has dredged from the flesh 
of the moment himself, has taken the requisite 
steps to emerge as me, who am I to be. 
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MOTHER TERESA TREATS TERRORISTS TO TAFFY 
  
The A rack and the O thumbscrew, the 
E pincers.  Yeah, I brandingiron, U electrodes. 
World I am defeatist of—elysium—  
You eviscerate asterisks like me: 
 
Pick up that hotline in your hushed-up highrise, 
Higher-ups!  I videopoemed them please 
But did God's Little Guru LISTEN?  Nope 
So, tipping my head sideways as if trying 
 
To pour it into the ear's cup I shut up.  Oh 
To nix my thought on 2 fingers giving 
The peace sign inside my mouth nose ass— 
 
Or any other orifice they fit—'s 
Fine with me.  Neutron bomb has the same 
Theory.  Our entrails is taller than we. 
 
 
 
IDOL-ALLS 
 
Our tongue is the skeleton of the voice 
whose body fills the ears of Echo who 
did Jove a favor and got fucked over 
 
for it.  To worship the Enfant Elvis is 
not easier, his vowel, his shrill cries 
amaze us, make us doubt/double this quest 
 
for deities . . .  Speaking of which: 
for the marriage of Pollack and Plath 
—step on the gas, turn on the gas—  
 
"what ceremony?" (Hart Crane).  Oh quote!  You 
narciss-focus us/show forth a love 
our moans can cut-to-cue, the classic choice. 
 
If applause divided is hands, a face 
multiplied must be a movie?  Yes.  Yes. 
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SMATCHES 
 
An ocean must prove itself by puddles, 
a mind by gaps, the spirit drying up 
in smatches of this and that.  Departure 
will reach the point of flight too late. 
 
Distance-extenders go.  Dancers smeared  
on leaves of echo near the loose hipped sea.   
Autumn amputations empty semaphore  
from arms.  This signing is too great to bear.   
 
Its absence fills each tree.  The sap is worth. 
 
In one of its reoccurring candle rooms  
your eyes were promised to breathlessness,  
so we raised the shade toward horizons  
that fill the sky with hangings.  Each voice  
 
is cupped in cuts.  River occurs like a sentence. 
 
 
 
ITINERARY 
 
I pace off my heart, 
six this way, six that way, 
the length of a small wait 
or a cave behind glass. 
 
Quenching my teeth in shouts 
I advance little by little, 
late by late. 
 
They open the door  
emptier each time I pass, 
they: the measured threshold, 
the keyhole's spider groin. 
 
Bury the dawn in ambush, 
let white curtains count for home. 
Make ruin my own. 
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3.  At My Grandchildren's Grave, Dunceville, Georgia 
 
Will disguising my hemophilia as realism 
overcome the humiliation of being, 
quote, uninsurable!  Like Ellen Barkin in 
Siesta, I'm posthumous but make a great smarmpiece 
 
to orifice around with, blasé or various— 
Stunt-winged, avant, we grope our precarious 
karma, daredevils soaring up actuarial 
charts!  Oh midnight-ignored spasms, cameo 
 
confessions—here I am, the soul complains, 
in hock to meat.  And, its co-stars all chorus, 
I owe bread a living, of course!  Some child's 
 
jump-rhyme, some game.  Autism's pious request 
to glue my name's lips to mine.  No! here comes 
a pristine to kiss us; a prim to hug us. 
 
Note: 
Siesta—1987 film by Mary Lambert, in which Barkin plays a gregarious 
ghost. 
 
 
4.  Accidie in Kilborn's Adult Arcade, Cuffs Cliff, Kentucky 
 
So begun-gone, so commence-ended. 
A delve away, only sleep is obediant to dawn. 
The day bathed in jaunt, cerulean popcorn pouring— 
So I beg the alms to interrogate my palm. 
 
Knee-plenty take me.  The topsheet teethes on us; 
the cunning foreskin heaps up nakedness; 
coulda-buddha-beens, nirvana-neverweres. 
That table where the room is crowded looking 
 
at photos of itself, that chair; anywhere 
our mapping marauders, their cuticle helmets 
withheld on high, thrash through ramblethorn bush: 
spectrum for time's homonymgram.  Thumbthroe? 
 
Often the skull's skill at making masks is 
unsurpassed by any dot I subscribe to. 
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5. At My Grandclone's Grave, Photomyopia, Mississippi 
 
You said that hair was merely the head out of focus 
and thus for a male, for me, growing old and bald must 
mean entering the picture is leaving it.  And yet, here, 
when the cemetery grass paints my toenails with smoke I 
 
need you to refute me more the ground I walk on, 
not cloud.  That uncarpeted core of space is where 
there's too much perch to pose for polaroid-deviled scans— 
they sun us toward life's Project Face, as if death 
 
is young enough to get I.D.  Gee it de-I.Q.'s me 
to hear you say that skimming through nulls and skies negatives 
the event to wait for a burial that involves 
 
just ourself: see these forehead plod lines, the skull the flesh 
which wings washed from me at birth have daubed listless 
verdure over, the gaze ending so firmly in lax? 
 
 
6.  After Fainting in Bill's BeautyTique, Mocha Rendezvous, Louisiana 
 
Until your cilia refilled me I spilled— 
ooze from the wreck of some penicillin pickup, 
no hush path closing my aimless course, I was 
sipping thighclaps on intermittent maps. 
 
Life, sulk suicide.  Pout puke preoccupied. 
A dirge-grid doves sieve themselves through. 
Cream of my colophon, klieg backwards, how 
I peered in at the blowtorch's privacy.  Now 
 
I want to weld wings onto my letteropener 
if I have a letteropener: the slander 
of such truth is the saliva I long to be 
mounted by, transphallic-tepid.  A noose for 
 
a backpack, I camp beneath the quicken tree. 
Source ass, I am a horse brained by its mane. 
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4.  Garden of the Aediles 
 
It remains beneath the lids to be 
seen says memory.  Vestige is mostly 
an orchestra led by a dowser, 
veiled, a water traced in testament, 
 
thirst for it heaps each drop with desert. 
False tooth fed into a rifle, 
that distance mows us down.  Our 
lens weighs what, our faith?  Outtakes 
 
droughttakes where pillars of smoke 
guide more children digging boundaries 
whose tourists long to obey 
 
any songbird's prey.  High from its wells 
they soar, branches scorched in charcoal, 
limbs perched upon a pencilsill. 
 
 
Note: 
I can't resist appending just one quote from Our Redeemer  
Ralph Waldo: "Everything good is on the highway."  (But don't  
forget to bring your Gulf creditcard!) 
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(Don't stop— 
                     indulge 
                                  my need 
                                                for unmediated 
experiential 
                    direct 
                              nonsurrogate 
—fuck periphrase!—to  
 
whom the immediacy of 
personal hands-on 
on-the-spot 
 
on-the-scene 
is vis a vis.  Is Ism/ Real— 
Artless.  Autobiographical.  Allyouall.) 
 
 
 
3.  Roadshow (Via Crucis) 
 
Now the Saved the Lost 
together must cross  
 
Outremerica . . . 
and down that downsome  
 
road, god we’re gonesome! 
Gas station stasis—? 
 
or 'Moral Crisis'? 
Hear our war, our prayer: 
 
Oh Christian Fathers— 
Reagan, Bush—give us 
 
a nation fit to 
drive children through. 
 
In herds, 
with guns at their heads. 
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A COMIC LOOK AT DAMOCLES 
 
Sometimes Damocles is less afraid that the sword may drop 
than that his enthusiasm for his plight might 
—through the illogical process of displacement— 
cause him to rise exuberantly up to it. 
 
Once he glues a plastic bust of himself atop his pate; 
once, while paring his fingernails with a pocketknife,  
he sees an ant on the floor and throws it at it.   
But all (both artistic and magic) remedy fails. 
 
By old age he has quite forgot the deadly blade: 
to his feeble sight, that gleaming flash above him 
is himself, I mean his soul getting a headstart, already in flight. 
 
In heaven he hears about an angel who tied a noose 
to his own halo and hung himself from it, but sees 
no way to apply the case, retroactively or otherwise. 
 
 
 
AN OUTREMERICAN SPEAKS 
 
Outfit your mirrors for departure, 
though the rope-foliage looks nervous, 
hung from harpstring hooks. 
 
Roll pause while drugs pestle the place.  
Sceptersweat, you are the grid, the 
grill on which I barbecue my b-b-gun.  
 
All nudes and rafters, upcushionings try 
to census-suck my neck's chaff. 
Then whose flour envies the thrift of thorns! 
  
But see—see what sacrifice suite site got 
lawnmown out of me: watch it curate 
the only shelf not marked Self, that 
 
flowerpot filled with fruitjuice. 
The revolt exaggerates the populace. 
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TO MYELF 
 
Poetry  
can be 
that magic  
carpet 
 
which you say 
you want,  
but only 
if you  
 
stand willing 
to pull  
the rug out 
 
from under  
your own  
feet, daily. 
 
 
 
 
WART-HOUND 
 
Not even those pirate’s teethmarks on the moon 
can tell the real as opposed to the false gold, 
which is why the welcome mat nailed across 
my mirror needs dusting.  What’s the use— 
 
Because if I opt for the truth as opposed 
to the tooth that slashed those obviously 
painful crateratrices on the moon, I too  
am one the drossiness of fate lacerates—  
 
Which is why all I do now is I hang around 
barbershops, scouring the floor with catchcanny eye 
in search of a wart that’s suffered similarly: 
 
Fallen wart, comrade, hacked off by haste or  
the CIA, hey wart, whoa wart.  Here you go,  
wartypoo, into this test-tube with you. 
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AFTER THE PERSIAN GULF WAR (March-June 1991) 
 
1.  Blitzbiz 
 
I was born to dive into a straw, swim through 
a straw, emerge from a straw— 
Sudden, glistening, the mediabreak 
made me drink ice tea in a sandstorm. 
 
Now even the core of a sleepmask digs 
in me for the place I love least to go.  Ink-length 
away, its sky the color of manacles will 
hold my toes locked to another's fingers: 
 
count up, with them, the death on them.  Memorize 
these faces propped against the hearth of an  
earthquake daily, pure propitiates.  Sweet 
 
cathedral built to pyromania's standards, 
Icarus parachutes into the midst 
of a cockfight and look! wins his feathers back. 
  
 
 
2.  The Outremerican Religion  
 
Emerson said I must know it all firsthand. 
I can't simply take another's word for it— 
no: I must go there, experience it myself. 
But in order to go there I need a car, 
 
need gas, need oil.  Like Jack Kerouac 
I must cross the country incessantly using   
whatever-it-takes: like Elizabeth 
Bishop I must never stop traveling to see 
 
the world close-up, anti-vicariously, re 
my Outremerican masters drawn one by one 
down that road, out past that sea, unkenning 
 
the cost, not reckoning the loss of fossil 
fuels my ego entails in fulfilling this 
me-feel-or-fail, I-go-to-be philosophy. 
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MARTIAL 
 
Military sculpture is 
to sculpture as 
military food is to food, 
if there are 
 
any sculptors or chefs 
left who have not 
been conscripted, since 
military verse  
 
is to verse as 
military noon is 
to noon, the hands  
straight up in rhyme.   
 
And music— 
music of course is war.  
 
 
Note: 
Anybody who reads poetry can see the ubiquitous self-doubts poets evince  
regarding the validity/value of their art.  Compare that to the smug self-satisfied  
attitudes exhibited by the advocates and practitioners of music.  They take it for  
granted that music is the highest art, the universal art, the only art that transcends  
all borders and biases.  They never question that given assumption.  The arrogance  
of composers and musicians is insufferable.  They really believe Pater's dictum  
that all the other arts are inferior, that all the other arts "aspire towards the  
condition of music."  But every military that ever marched out to murder rape  
and destroy was led by what art: were those armies fronted by poets extemporizing  
verse—by sculptors squeezing clay—by painters wielding brushes—actors posing  
soliloquies?  No, the art that led those killers forth, the art whose urgent strident  
rhythms stirred and spurred their corresponding bloodlust, was the art to which  
they felt closest, the art that mirrored their evil egos.  That's why they have always  
put music up there at the vanguard of their war-ranks, because not only is it the  
emblem, the fore-thrust insignia of their purpose, it is their purpose: it is the  
condition to which they aspire.   
But if music is what its hucksters continually sell it as, 'The Universal Language',  
what that means is that before the Babel Discontinuity there was no music.  Music  
did not exist before Babel, and will cease to exist when a true universal language  
(and a true universal peace) returns in the form of digitaldata/pictovids exchanged  
instantaneously by androids cyborgs robots.  Music will soon be as obsolete defunct  
extinct as humans are.
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FIRST 
 
No sooner has the lightningbolt struck earth 
than a snake encurls itself around it. 
Ah, rhyme-me, if my metaphors  
could only pounce like that. 
 
The male form is still recognizable  
until you get about halfway down. 
Then one notices the scrotum 
more than masticating a stick of gum! 
 
Like a halo slanted to catch the last 
rays of a hair, I hold up my life 
determined to sound some farfinitesimal thing. 
 
Why, whenever a bird pecks out the suits 
from a deck of cards, does it do hearts first? 
Heck, why not peck out my penis first? 
 
 
 
PASTIME 
 
surreptitious 
and mute  
are the vendors of my beauty  
 
hide and seek 
hucksters their 
occupation as hopeless 
as the toss 
 
of playing cards into  
a hat that’s simultaneously 
being thrown into a halo on 
the fly so to speak 
 
though I know 
I'm supposed to say  
on the wing 
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SUMMER ACTION FEATURES 
 
Can I kiss this cinema's utter pittedness. 
 
Moviescreen, you hype of hygiene, I love  
to see a face lace its venom with mine. 
 
When the hero has far too many minotaur scars, 
the creases in my palms turn over and nap. 
 
Archimedes revised: if I sink far enough 
into the film, the law of displacement  
should bring to the surface my truest self.   
 
Then the blow-ups come on cue.  The ingenue 
glows like the sky: we both gnaw raw halo. 
 
God knows I know each bomb is a mobile 
some sculptor has failed ineptly to keep aloft. 
 
Even I am losing my innocent twitter balance, 
though statistically I will die eating purse soup. 
 
 
MORE USELESS ENVY 
 
When I imagine the cameras of fame 
homing in on me for a closeup,  
I back away, my back pressed against 
my eyes nose mouth: the reign of the same.  
 
Failure has surrounded me with flesh, 
with human-remaining-human features— 
Which is no consolation—Which does  
not make up for all the psychic scars 
 
which glitter-gifted faces inflict upon  
the crowd wherein I'm crammed 
trying to be as inconspicuous as I am! 
 
Daily I watch the famous zoom past. 
God, I wish I could persuade some void  
to synopsize its emptiness with this. 
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KEEP 
 
You will keep growing until 
your measurements are the same 
as the exact degree of the pain 
inside your grave. 
 
Until then, 
statistics always misspell your name. 
And the fate of a misprint 
concerns no-one. 
 
In fact, the same one occurs 
until it’s fact, 
meaning epitaph. 
 
When each grave becomes too painful 
we will fill it with  
the anodyne of self. 
 
 
 
TWO LEFT FEET 
 
they say if you can hum 
you can dance 
if you can live 
you can die 
 
guide-graphs on the floor  
can draw our soles 
toward a ballroom grace 
in the first case 
 
but with the other 
each time we look down 
there are no paths 
no ways no wonder 
 
we're always stepping 
on our own graves 
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VEINS FIRST 
 
Confessions are asymptomatic 
of discourse. 
Its normal mode is ruin. 
No wonder rivers run 
to patent their innocence. 
 
Aquarium emptied into a syringe, 
each jab adds another  
fish to our flow. 
 
The opposite of statues,  
dead until they start to crumble, 
i.e. move: decay for them 
is a kind of lazarusness, 
a second life or really, in their case, 
a first. 
 
 
 
 
BROAD BRUSH 
 
Each grape has a white pin  
run through it, 
one to a plate. 
 
Soon the whole room's 
framed in clocks, 
hung from the walls. 
 
As the window sees it, 
beyond has seven vistas. 
 
The faucet drips 
until a tyrant falls. 
 
What else is shown here? 
 
Everything the poem 
erases in half 
with its first word. 
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HYPHEN 
 
The sound of a needle 
scraping out  
a thimble. 
 
A knife 
excavating 
a spoon. 
 
Categories  
can only be cleansed 
from within. 
 
Self-purgation. 
Aristotle-spectacle. 
Deathbed-confession. 
 
The sound of a pen 
. . . ? 
 
 
 
 
 
LAST 
 
That in the first condition of love 
I may be found 
Is a guilty plea, but poetry 
Is the try of the serpentine 
To destroy the feathered— 
A snake in my brainpan 
Jabs each winged word; 
A poem slash line 
Means a birthday will bare 
Its wherefore from faraway, 
From the orphanage on Treasure Island; 
Borderless or paradise, 
All alpha to us it is. 
Origin? none, the first one’s paraphrase. 
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POEM 
 
in poetry one 
is never enough 
but two is always 
too much 
 
in the realm of halves 
quarters eighths et  
cet it exists 
 
(somewhere between 
Zeno’s dilatory 
arrow and or Magritte’s 
perspectivism of clones) 
 
its niche 
is never more 
nor less 
 
 
 
GRAFTING BOARD 
 
The way the grass weaves my walk into its 
intricate bouquet, the sway of my hips knees 
branches snatch and carry aloft all moves 
that imitate apples cherries: orchard 
 
(it lingers by the ways prior to it) 
I could accomplish you who cry. 
The days have their noise and I none else. 
 
If the sleep I poach from is posted with 
echoes, does tapping these trespass keys— 
does each step staple a sapling to a tree? 
 
Because nothing is changed by beauty because 
beauty is a part of the way things were 
changing anyway because it’s never 
a catalyst but a process (I guess). 
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POEM HOLDING ON TO 
 
A space whose whiteness has to be in quotes. 
 
How we parted our names and pasted them  
to a pebble too light for a paperweight 
but now it circles the sun as I wake, 
my worthless sought brought back to earth ways. 
 
The time, day; the place, debris. 
Beyond my description is nothing 
but it means to do me harm. 
 
All my steps few-transit the forsaken dew; 
darkgutter caress, the leash of looks backward at me and you. 
 
Fierce ice fenestrates the gap, cuts 
a pane’s penance across my faculty 
forehead.  Scalped scarecrow, 
I wear an infant patina of voyeurs. 
 
 
 
 
POEM 
 
What avantgarde nonsense a photograph is. 
Miscarriage of abstraction 
Whose shadow has a breakdown 
At the airport: perhaps 
Its autobio will author a synopsis copyright, 
But so what?  Historically 
That music is an animal’s petals, 
A message fallen between two names. 
Several tapestries revealed this once 
Evenings since  
And even less can be raised up 
Until the half of the human that gets born 
And the half that doesn’t 
Exchange places, I mean poses. 
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MEMORIAL GARDEN, NATIONAL MILITARY CEMETERY, ARLINGTON,  
   VIRGINIA, U.S.A. 
 
Where every rose 
blows more bellicose 
than the killer heroes 
 
below: the pinks all bleed 
on parade; each hybrid 
seed dreams of omnicide. 
 
In bouquet-beds they love 
like bayonets to shove 
their thorns through the air.  Above 
 
these barbarous bushes 
the most vicious 
flower that ever grew 
 
swishes— 
the Red White and Blue. 
 
 
Note: 
I ask any translator of the above to change "Arlington. . ." to the 
name of their own country's national military cemetery, and to 
use the colors of its flag in substitution for "Red White and Blue." 
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POOL 
 
Summer and the happiness of 
a few fingertips pressed to a tree 
for more before the day I implore 
brings forth a rarer glimpse, love 
or the same in purified garments. 
 
War has all the anecdotes, peace  
none, yet the latter awaits us past 
every story's tall finis.  Presence— 
but here your face shines.  For sleep  
is what the breath peels first in its leap  
 
to hang itself on an even higher perch: 
Some say everything that fares down 
into the ground will one day emerge  
on the tongue of a divingboard. 
 
 
 
 
POEM  
 
Meat predominates love. 
I use cubesteaks to slap Cupid around. 
And whenever birds flock over, 
How many wormspecks 
Dribble from their beaks 
Onto us?  The air is a mist of meat. 
For an aspiring vegetarian 
To breathe is to betray. 
All our vows are undermined by meat. 
Especially the pledge to purify 
The soul.  Useless to cry 
The precipice that cornholed me has crumbled 
When I share its eternal gutterscape, when 
I participate in the sate of it.                                                                                    
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THE NONUNIQUE  
 
The deaths I lost to childhood are blue 
as a precipice, green as a wish. 
 
Their figures are an unravel I travel toward. 
 
They inhale me whole, 
they feel their navels cupped with home. 
 
Around them  
the air is inherited by handstands. 
 
Somersaults secure the site. 
 
The lives I lost to age are even worse— 
 
senility sillies! senilisillies!— 
each believes it is the last, the venerable, the opus, 
 
and that all the ones  
following it 
are merely posthumous.
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SAVIOR 
 
Turn your pockets inside your out 
And let its distance melt: 
 
Ignore any occasion that has place 
For the passages of winter 
 
Or the halts of summer.  Brief 
As they are, our contents 
 
Should not be listed in life 
Coterminous with childhood, 
 
Whose lockers contain the names 
Erased by tracing its form. 
 
A star should focus us on that 
Which aspires to be beckoned, 
 
Assuming it wants a few disciples 
Willing to give up everything. 
 
 
 
 
PREQUEL 
 
The speech I gave upon winning 
The Hatebake-Off caused more pain 
Than a mirror feels when placed 
Beneath an icicle: at every word 
The runnersup applauded slower 
Than the fumblings of far ciphers 
On cold sofas.  Soon-sad I stood 
Or squatted on the neckstump 
Where a thoughtczar once Hmmed, 
Knowing that despite my award  
My words unlike his would never  
Be reproduced, and that childhood  
Itself was just a precursor of birth,  
That each life ends with its prequel. 
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NONSENSE SONG 
 
Mother-of-pearl, where is 
your child-of-pearl, inside, and how, 
who'll say, worn away perhaps 
by so much worth? 
 
Upshot white of hail's hold, 
unhalved from issue whole, 
world nacre-torte rolled 
in sheets where no breakers foam— 
 
Say what wave is ours, 
what home.  Now your shadow 
is one of the shallows of light. 
 
On whichever is the far side 
of the eyelid I see it.  I pray 
my tongue may be your mouth's hermit. 
 
 
 
 
POEM 
 
Do I regret the loss of that dime 
tossed to Picasso in return 
for a deathbed portrait 
a final flinch-free closeup meant 
to clear up the argue-aura 
surrounding my ID but 
which instead has confused 
all my clones who gather 
on dissipated terraces  
to sow tiles and wonder whether 
humans are one hump or two 
I am stirring the strata for you 
dime  
time lost beneath a thimblestone 
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POEM 
 
I fear an alias abandoned 
At birth awaits to name me 
After life, an ID I must 
Assume again, a prior self. 
 
Migraine angel whose crimes 
Include the nail ordeal of hands 
And the toe torment of feet. 
 
When a chessboard meets  
A crossroads face to face, 
Is their contest foregone, lost 
The sinuous routes we win? 
 
Uncloaked by the light heaven's 
Decryption sends to none, 
I come coven to your command. 
 
 
 
 
MY BURIAL 
 
Parting like long innards under postmortem 
The sky pours 
The winds come covey to call 
I am balanced between elements 
 
The rain falls clinging to the mist 
Which is its shadow 
Is that why scarecrows are 
My sole mourners 
 
Now the bereaved shake hands 
Across the open grave but some  
Are too timid or too fragile  
 
To reach over far enough  
For a consummate grasp 
And can only barely brush wet limp glovetips 
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LINEAR 
 
Cheekbone-fluid runs down the walls of my cell. 
A wind goes by with an air of freedom clamped in its teeth. 
The angry mother and the drunken father 
Take turns hacking my controls. 
So 
If I stifle my desire to feed chairs 
All night to a revolving door 
Or to mourn the wheels killed  
In inexact wars until 
Until I must push disneyvisaged puppets against 
You too.  Try 
To eclipse our lower steps with our higher? 
If it weren’t for nonsequitirs 
I wouldn’t have any kind of seq.  Seqs.  Sex. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXTINGUISHABLE 
 
birthdays you bend and blow 
out a candle in a skull 
 
it's always just one candle 
but each year one more 
 
skull is added to the table 
which by now is plus full 
 
and that makes this ritual 
more impossible each year 
 
each year as you approach 
that crowd of past selves 
 
somewhere down there 
in all those bone sockets 
 
the annual candle waiting 
glares and dares you to find it 
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A HUNKA HUNKA 
 
A rolling morass gathers no leftist, 
Yet sans passport is a portrait I can't  
Paint, chained to this poor Outremerican  
Lumpscape upon which the head limns itself 
 
In a tithe of tether whose gigolo  
Gloats in the pantry of my pantyhose: 
With all its tongues inkling to call us home 
Till a signature on the sill spills dust.   
 
Then I try to climb my outcome, that vast  
Of charade, imploring portion the Prez  
Gets on his big set I would bet.  Meanwhile  
 
May mislead us to run, newspapers held 
Over our heads whose headlines always say 
What's that, one more blank of angst to honk at. 
 
 
 
 
SPACE 
 
From the trees the leaves came down 
until we joined hands with a wand 
and that act enabled them  
somehow then to reach the ground 
 
where they scuttered round our feet 
urging the latter to unite  
with a baton as if that act 
together with the hands can clasp 
 
a dowsing-stick cut from the same 
branch from which we launched  
converging on gravity’s purge-point 
 
at which point we merged to remove 
all consonants from our star-maps. 
The infinite consists of vowels alone. 
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POEM 
 
To make our lives unavailable  
for autobiography  
should be the story  
of our lives. 
 
All our statues hold  
penultimate poses.  The last 
is reserved for us. 
 
And in our faces 
there are always details 
which a portrait must exclude 
to maintain its integrity. 
 
We set walls behind mirrors  
for that same reason, 
to help support the sight of us. 
 
 
 
 
POEM 
 
As a prison is most prison in 
the tiny cracks in 
its walls 
I am most me in my pores 
 
I lower my pores into the water 
what will that net me 
I open my pores to the air 
what will that apprehend 
 
now even those outer elements 
dream of escaping 
from the felony in each 
 
of the body's cells 
the murderer  
I pen within 
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DOMESTIC 
 
Left to myself I might simply 
fondle a platter of doorknobs, 
as long as they are the mute ones— 
I don't like the verbal ones. 
 
If nobody bothers me I could 
notice out the window how 
each house but mine is best. 
 
Maybe blow on my palms, 
trying to mist over like glass 
that place where the keys nest. 
 
Or take another mouse out 
of the trap and thumb its head, 
thumb at it over and over 
like a dud cigarette-lighter. 
 
 
 
AUTUMNAL 
 
The tree lowers its anchor 
Of foliage, mooring the one 
Life I forgot to not 
Reincarnate. 
 
Now from scenes of former harrow 
Burst free, playing tag 
With Yorick’s skull. 
 
Since barefoot beats childhood 
In the race to be alone,  
Brush departure from your path. 
 
A leaf must fall to complete 
Its stem’s intent, but I wonder 
If my branch meant to end in this 
Sum of nothing equals one. 
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THE RAIN EFFIGY 
 
Besides its breezes, the play of whose yield 
is greater than day’s, we feel the sky as 
prior, as pilgrim.  The cleave in our love 
leaves a field or bare place for where to build. 
 
Strangely energized by the windshield 
wipers, animated by each stoplight’s 
imperative, by every presence other 
than our own grown so absent, we drive 
 
toward the horizon, that groveled traveler. 
And we ourselves might kneel before ourselves 
if all our effigies hadn’t crumbled/decayed 
 
to a bare/stoop pedestal.  That stance of us 
as we kissed was not as statuary 
as we had planned, was it.  Less foot less firm. 
 
 
 
 
STREET 
 
Down the street children run in circles— 
A balloon laughs with a string in its mouth. 
Why am I still interested in what lies at the bottom 
Of my yawns of boredom? 
No, I should not probe so. 
Living on pavement pensions, 
A mid-husband to the mis-wife of my breath. 
In a doorway a savior pauses to straighten his stigmata. 
Entering or leaving? 
The choice leaves one speechless, 
Groundless.  The tall voice in my throat totters 
Like a tower from which two or three bricks fall to the sidewalk, 
Causing hoarse dust to rise. 
The dust that rises immediately begins to avenge this insult to its species. 
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POEM 
 
I hope you die while reading this book 
And then when your folks come in 
 
With flyswatters and grins 
They see the title in your hand and 
 
Jump back ten feet land 
In the garbagecan nearer oh god to thee 
 
And then I hope they plant you still 
Ahold of it so when the rats get going  
 
They can use the pages for napkins 
But if you do survive  
 
This it only proves you're some kind 
Of vermin worm only one of them  
 
Could pore through a deadun's dirt  
And live 
 
 
 
 
SNAPSHOT 
 
The tempo of the hair 
Slows down the brow 
Towards antiquity, yet 
The whole head grows old 
At a pace predestined. 
Though the eyes’ velocity varies, 
I and perhaps all of me 
Agree to observe these 
Limits, to renounce the quick 
Rose of that youthful glow 
Skin has when viewed 
Through a god’s nightscope. 
The time it takes his trigger 
Accelerates even my face. 
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POEM 
 
How is it my stuffed with ebb eyes 
Prefer X to Y? 
How in I in heck's name can I? 
 
A parachutist wearing a propeller beanie 
Hovers around me, immune 
To my swat repetoire. 
 
Sometimes I stop to watch 
A hydrant being crushed 
By art-critics dressed in charred armor. 
 
Hiroshima haloes can purify these lifechoices: 
My bio is buttered by auto, my mirror 
By other. 
 
And yet, and yet, have you ever known 
A self-portrait to not renege? 
 
 
 
 
 
POEM 
 
As evil as the first  
Of your three wishes will 
Inevitably be, 
Maybe the second or third 
Can redeem— 
Don't count on it, though. 
To recoup the past, 
To reap its here-homing futures. 
Remember when you run 
In a mummy marathon 
The last one 
To break the tape wins. 
Peak: where the mountain 
Rests before continuing. 
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LAMENT 
 
A bruise there was, which 
Prospered on stale blood; 
But growing smaller, the bruise became 
A lecturer in escape-routes, 
A philosopher of loss; relying 
On the body's reluctance to be 
Normal, i.e. immortal, it 
Had hoped to survive somehow— 
As a useful parasite perhaps, draining 
The self's hidden wounds, 
Masking its aberrations . . . but no. 
For always there is no mercy for 
Anything that is not whole, 
That begs (like the brain) to be alone. 
 
 
 
 
 
POEM 
 
They say the universe is expanding, 
not staying in one place. 
I, though, have a small rental room 
somewhere in it. 
 
I don't understand this ratio 
of the whole being free, 
while the parts struggle to cough up 
on the first of the month. 
 
What do you grow in that vase? 
Shards. 
 
I don't understand. 
And my worth is not enough  
to figure out why.  Who. 
 
What suffers such distance just to endure? 
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WHAT FOR 
 
I don't want to live with the alone tonight   
my mood rubbed by random headphones 
the noise is hallways now the goal is scope  
roads drop their cross at my feet to take 
 
is there no way to un-one-way my maze 
its name in mine each stream subsumes  
the vanish vanquish suite of time's motifs 
chance chain quotably quiet quantums   
 
what for to endure days gone by noon 
what else to tweeze the moon's lesser tints 
to build bridges that make the sea blink 
to drink up all the teaspoon stirs unclear 
 
I don't want to live I heard them tell me 
those words I wrote both mote and multi 
 
 
 
 
 
TROUGH 
 
The bridegroom has fainted.  Quel wedding night. 
A witchingwell fumbles beneath his lids. 
Our honeymoon resort surrounds a lake 
The moon keeps on a string.  It trembles. 
Its water looks as vague as the smell 
Perfume looses through a refugee camp 
Pressed against a bland bulletin-board. 
The crux of the android excites us. 
Ignore the next passim in this poem. 
Passion, passion of marriage, its strings barrage 
Your phallic surge.  Shaped to wear, 
This mode excludes the mirror touch of 
Any model.  In the end everyone admires how 
The grass invents the earth from dirt, from scratch. 
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BY HAND 
 
The day is a book of hours 
out of whose painted pages 
a minute drips from time to time. 
 
This almost never happens— 
the tints usually dry right away— 
but when it does, everything  
 
is left dyed by that drop. 
 
(How cumbersome to memoirists,  
all those lean nonfictionists,  
whose futures already leak.) 
 
Crowding us out of our pocket lives, 
ever-enhancing event/event, 
overflowing the most fulgent eye— 
 
Luckily, it almost never happens. 
 
 
 
BITTER THOUGHTS IN NOVEMBER 
 
Every branch is more beautiful than 
every other one, the rain falling or 
the rain frozen pendant on this 
twig I break off to swizzlestick that 
 
puddle in which winter is opening 
its cracks like sky, glazing minutely 
drop by drop in closeup glissade 
each face I bring to its brink, each beauty— 
 
In theory the maze ascends, its core 
is heaven according to mystics whose 
stiles litter the way.  Style is a pun 
and therefore leads to perdition downward 
 
doubters claim.  Poets/critics: the veins 
get pissed on by the capillaries. 
 


